
 

Reward packs: 
 

 

 

 

Bronze 100 – 249$ : 

- NFT Custom Invest cert. Bronze 

- X1 ticket for lottery NFT drop 

 

 

 

Silver 250 – 499$ : 

- NFT Custom Invest cert. Silver 

- X2 ticket for lottery NFT drop 

- Goodies Etherland 

 

 

Gold 500 – 1499$ : 

- NFT Custom Invest cert. Gold 

- X4 ticket for lottery NFT drop 

- 1 Bonus Minting Credit on Staking 

- Goodies Etherland 

 

Platinum 1500 – 2999$ : 

- NFT Custom Invest cert. Platinium 

- X6 Ticket for lottery NFT drop 

- 2 Bonus Minting Credit on Staking 

- Limited Merch: Tee shirt / NFT Link 

- Goodies Etherland 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Diamond 3000 – 4999$ : 

- NFT Custom Invest cert. Diamond 

- X8 Ticket for lottery NFT drop 

- 3 Bonus Minting Credits on Staking 

- 25 GB REFS Lifetime Account 

- Limited Merch: Tee shirt + Sweat / NFT 

Link 

- Goodies Etherland 

 

Master +5000$: 

- NFT Custom Invest cert. Master  

- Custom Holo Fans 

- Limited Merch: Tee shirt + Sweat / NFT Link 

- X10 Ticket for lottery NFT drop 

- 25 GB REFS Lifetime Account 

- 4 Bonus Minting Credits on Staking 

- Goodies Etherland 

 

Top 15 Investor: 

- NFT Custom Invest cert. Top 15 

- Custom Holo Fans 

- Limited Merch: Tee shirt + Sweat / NFT 

Link 

- X10 Ticket for lottery NFT drop 

- 25 GB REFS Lifetime Account 

- 6 Bonus Minting Credits on Staking 

- Top 15 NFT drop privileges 

- Goodies  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                       Investment certificate details: 
Each investor will receive an investment certificate corresponding to the chosen package (Invest. 

Cert. Bronze, Invest. Cert. silver, etc.). These certificates will be distributed as NFTs, granting various 

lifetime benefits to investors, such as a specific status on our different social networks, access to a 

private chat with the team, and voting power in the DAO. 

In essence, investment certificates serve as a recognition of the financial support provided to the 

project. They aim to strengthen investor involvement in the community and encourage them to 

continue actively participating in its development. 

Here is the list of 'NFT investment certificates' that can be obtained: 

- Invest cert. Bronze: Statut Bronze investor on Discord and Telegram + channel investor 

access with the team  

- Invest cert. Silver: Statut Silver investor on Discord and Telegram + channel investor access 

with the team + Silver vote Power on DAO 

- Invest cert. Gold: Statut Gold investor on Discord and Telegram + channel investor access 

with the team + Gold vote Power on DAO 

- Invest cert. Platinium: Statut Platinum investor on Discord and Telegram + channel investor 

access with the team + Platinum vote Power on DAO 

- Invest cert. Diamond: Statut Diamond investor on Discord and Telegram + channel investor 

access with the team + Diamond vote Power on DAO 

- Invest cert. Master: Statut Master investor on Discord and Telegram + channel investor 

access with the team + Master vote Power on DAO 

- Invest cert. Top 15: Statut Top 15 investors on Discord and Telegram + channel investor 

access with the team + Top 25 vote Power on DAO  

 

Top 15 NFT drop Privileges: 
The top 15 investors will be rewarded with a valuable NFT. They will have the privilege, each in turn 

(from the largest investor to the 15th), to choose an NFT from the following categories: 

- Top 10 NFTs from the "LANDAO" collection (sorted by the voting power they confer) 

- 5 NFTs not for sale from the "Lost World" collection 

This system guarantees exclusive access to rare and coveted NFTs to the most committed 

investors. 

(Obtaining the Top 15 NFT Drop Privileges do not disqualify you from the lottery*) 

 



 

 

 

NFT Lottery (If the mid-cap of our crowdfunding campaign is reached): 
 

At the end of the crowdfunding campaign, a lottery will be held for all participants.  

Winners will be drawn randomly and will receive a random reward from the following: 

 17 LANDID NFT minting rights: Help preserve human heritage. 

 5 unreleased LANDID NFTs: Exclusive NFTs not found anywhere else. 

 40 LANDAO NFT minting rights: Access NFTs that grant increased voting and governance 

rights in the project. 

 1 unreleased Lost World NFT: An NFT of exceptional rarity. 

 1 custom LANDID NFT minting right: Create a unique NFT in your image. 

 

To participate in the lottery, participants must have reached a reward pack by investing in 

crowdfunding. The number of lottery tickets received depends on the pack chosen: 

 Bronze Pack: 1 ticket 

 Silver Pack: 2 tickets 

 Gold Pack: 4 tickets 

 Platinum Pack: 6 tickets 

 Diamond Pack: 8 tickets 

 Master Pack: 10 tickets 

The more you invest, the more chances you have to win! 

Please see the documentation for more details on the reward packs and the chances of winning. 

See “Lottery Documentation.pdf” 

 

  



 

 

 

 

Holofans: 

What is an Holofan? 

An Holofan is a high-tech fan that uses 
LEDs and rapidly rotating blades to 
project captivating images that appear 
to float in mid-air. It is an innovative 
technology that offers a unique and 
immersive visual experience. 

Reward: 

The Master Pack and higher tiers of 
our crowdfunding campaign include an 
exceptional reward: an Holofan pre-
loaded with the files needed to project 
all the "Lost World" NFTs from 
Etherland in 3D. 

Reward Content: 

 One Holofan 
 Access to the Etherland "Lost World" collection in 3D 
 Pre-loaded files to project all "Lost World" NFTs 

Why Offer an Holofan? 

Offering an Holofan as a reward presents several advantages: 

 Unique Experience: This reward offers backers a unique and immersive experience they will not find 
anywhere else. 

 Added Value: The Holofan allows backers to fully enjoy the "Lost World" collection in 3D, providing 
them with a new dimension of exploration and appreciation. 

 Exclusivity: This reward is limited to Master Pack and higher tier backers, making it even more 
exclusive and desirable. 

 Collection Promotion: Offering an Holofan helps to raise awareness of the Etherland "Lost World" 
collection to a wider audience and generate interest in the project. 

 

 
  



 

Merch/NFT: 

We will launch an exclusive clothing collection (sweatshirts and t-shirts) featuring the 
Etherland logo. 

Each item will be linked to a unique NFT accessible via an integrated QR code. 

The NFTs will be stored on the Ethereum blockchain. 

There will be two ways to obtain an NFT garment: 

 Invest in the crowdfunding campaign and reach a certain investment level to receive an NFT garment 
as a reward. 

 Purchase an NFT garment directly on the dedicated marketplace during the crowdfunding campaign. 

Collection features: 

 Unique collectibles: Each NFT will be numbered and will certify the garment's authenticity. 
 Exclusivity: The collection will only be available during the crowdfunding period. 

Collection goals: 

 Symbol of belonging: The NFT garments will symbolize support for the project and commitment to 
the Etherland community. 

 Project funding: The funds raised from the sale of the NFT garments will contribute to Etherland's 
crowdfunding. 

Additional information: 

 Limited quantities: The garments will be available only during our crowdfunding. 
 Dedicated marketplace: A marketplace accessible via the Etherland website will allow for the 

purchase and sale of NFT garments. 

  



 

 

 

Minting Credits: 
 

This reward will be unlocked once the "midcap” is reached. 

 

Minting credits are tokens that will enable users to create staking NFTs.  

Here is the detail: 

- Each wallet address initially receives a total of 3 minting 

credits. 

- To unlock the use of one of these minting credits, 

the user must accumulate $1000 worth of 

staking rewards. Once this milestone is 

reached, the user can exchange their 

$1000 for the use of a minting credit to 

create an NFT. 

- Crowdfunding investors who reach a 

certain level of investment receive 

bonus minting credits, giving them a 

higher initial number of credits for 

their wallets. 

- Although the initial total of minting 

credits for NFTs is standardized for all 

wallets, except those receiving a bonus 

in crowdfunding, the supply of credits is 

not limited. Etherland may distribute 

additional minting credits during special events 

or through commercial partnerships in the future. 

  



 

 

 

25GB REFS Lifetime Account: 
 

 

 
 

 

The Real-Estate File System (REFS) is one of our 

B2B-centric products. It enables users to easily 

access and manage property-related documents on 

a daily basis. 

Its optimized conception allows for a combination 

of Quantum-proof encryption, password-less 

access, and utmost control over file sharing, all in 

an extremely intuitive and simple manner. 

Even if the first public access will be limited to real 

estate professionals, we thought it wise to reward 

our most dedicated crowdfunding participants with 

access to the earliest stages of what is set to be a 

revolution in personal cloud data storage. 

As such, you will be able to enjoy 25Go of ultra-

secure and easy-to-use personal storage, and for as 

long as electricity is generated somewhere on 

Earth. 

 

 

 

 
 

  



 

 
 

 

Goodies:  
 

 

 

 

Gear up with the Etherland Goodies Bag! This 

exclusive reward includes a premium lighter, and pen 

emblazoned with the Etherland logo – practical tools 

with a touch of blockchain style. 


